St Robert Southwell Catholic Primary School
Aiming for Excellence - Being the Best We Can Be
Understanding the World
The children will identify features in the natural world and the
ocean. They will investigate the changes to the ocean and the
effects on animals that live in this environment. Children will
learn about creatures of the ocean. They will investigate
floating and sinking, testing their ideas and discussing what
happens.

Reception Summer (2) Term

Physical Development
The children will continue to develop their movement and
balance skills completing daily running, jumping and climbing
activities and they will throw and catch a variety of
equipment. They will begin to play team games and develop
their ability to control wheeled equipment like bikes and
scooters. The children will continue to develop their
handwriting and scissors skills linked to threading and
cutlery control. The children will understand more about
keeping healthy and active every day.

Literacy
They children will continue to develop their reading skills and
phonic knowledge – learning the sounds within set 2 and 3.
They develop their letter formation to form lower and upper
case letters correctly. They will continue to develop their
ability to write sentences and re-read their work to check it
makes sense.

Maths
‘Find my pattern’ – the children will double, share and groups amounts
and understand even and odd numbers.
‘On the Move’ – they will deepen their understanding of patterns and
relationship’s within numbers.

R.E
The children will continue to join in simple prayer and
hymns. They will develop their learning about the church
and that is a special place where God’s People gather to
pray. Children will experience praying with others as a
celebration. They come to know that Sunday is a special
day for the Church family who come together to celebrate.
They come to appreciate their friendship with Jesus
through Baptism.

Expressive Art and Design
The children will develop they musical skills, preparing to
perform for an audience. They will create art work using
patterns and mixing colours, discussing what they did and how
they decided what to do. They will make creations of sea
creatures using paper mache
Using the Tales Toolkit model they will invent and create
stories to share with others using a variety of materials and
props.

Communication and Language
They will be supported to ask questions about the daily story shared
and discuss the character, setting, problem, solution – in line with the
Tales Toolkit format that we have been learning.
They will look at and compare fiction and non-fiction books
understanding that factual information can be given through these
books.

Personal, Social and Emotional Development (PSED)
The children will continue to develop their understanding of
the Zones of Regulation and how they can move from a zone
to get back to the green zone. They will talk about what
they are good at and what they want to be even better at.
They will share the mistakes that they make and how these
help us to be better learners.

Following Jesus’ footsteps and inspired by St. Robert Southwell we work hard,
aim high and treat everyone with honesty and gentleness.

